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Abstract

Although emotional displays have long been considered as mere read-outs of the affective state of agents, recent studies and modern evolutionary thinking instead suggest that they should be characterized as proper communicative signals. This implies that emotional displays have evolved to be used strategically, to serve the senders’ interests. However, for these signals to be stable, they must also benefit receivers. What guarantees that emotional signals are beneficial for both emitters and observers? In this chapter, we review evidence showing that humans are equipped with mechanisms that evolved to evaluate emotional displays and their sources, so as to minimize the risk of being fooled. We called these mechanisms ‘emotional vigilance,’ following the ‘epistemic vigilance’ mechanisms used in ostensive communication. Emotional vigilance, we argue, is part of the human cognitive make-up, and we outline empirical avenues to best elucidate its features.
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Emotional vigilance

Introduction

Far from being incidental to human communication, emotional displays (which can be tentatively defined as bodily movements that seem to be associated with our momentary affective states) are ubiquitous in human affairs. The production of emotional displays radically alters the meaning of verbal utterances in conversation. For example, specific facial configurations may convey irony (Attardo et al., 2003), uncertainty (Bitti et al., 2014), or boredom (Bevilacqua et al., 2018). They can also be used to indicate commitment (Reed et al., 2014; Reed & DeScioli, 2017). Emotional displays may also, on their own, express joy, anger or fear (among others) (Ekman, 1999). In fact, the absence of emotional displays may be detrimental to the success of many social activities, as suggested by the social disruption suffered by people experiencing impairment in the use of body musculature, as in facial paralysis (Bogart et al., 2012; Bogart & Matsumoto, 2010). The invention and use of emoticons is another sign of the centrality of emotional displays in human communication (Cherbonnier & Michinov, 2021).

Because of their tight link with affective experience (they appear to co-occur with affective experience, hence their name), so-called emotional displays are assumed to be causally linked to corresponding affective states. It has been proposed that the production of, for instance, fear displays necessarily accompanies the experience of fear. As such, emotional displays are considered read-outs of emotional experience (Ekman, 1999, 2007). This view entails that people cannot easily fake emotional displays (e.g., making a full-blown and likely authentic so-called fear display in the complete absence of the affective experience of fear); this also entails that people cannot completely inhibit emotional displays when experiencing a given affect. The
major assumption that there exists a tight, causal link between emotional displays and affective experience pervades the scientific literature on emotions (Ekman, 2007).

A second traditional assumption in the emotion literature is that the perception of emotional displays automatically leads to a corresponding and similar affective experience in perceivers. This corresponds to the phenomenon of ‘emotional contagion,’ or the automatic and unconscious mimicry of muscular configuration momentarily observed in others, which in turn leads to convergence in emotional experience in observers via afferent muscular feedback (Hatfield et al., 1992, 1993, 2014).

We believe that these two traditional assumptions are not tenable anymore. After a brief introduction to the many types of emotional displays, we review existing criticism of these assumptions, before proposing an alternative paradigm, grounded in the theory of the evolution of communication.

The many facets of emotional displays

Emotional displays can take a great variety of forms in humans. For obvious reasons of visual accessibility in close-range social interactions, the facial musculature has received a great deal of attention in the literature (Ekman, 2007). Much academic research has been dedicated to the identification of discrete facial configurations linked with the experience of specific affects, with highly-debated findings of associations between basic sets of configurations of facial muscular activity and affective experience (Barrett, 2006; Barrett et al., 2019; Crivelli & Fridlund, 2018, 2019; Ekman, 2007; Fridlund, 2014; Jack et al., 2014; Jack & Schyns, 2015).

Besides the facial musculature itself, the voice and its quality (such as prosodic alterations of speech) also are recognized as a major source of emotional displays in humans
(Sauter, Eisner, Ekman, et al., 2010). As in the case of facial configurations, there have been debates on whether there are vocal displays specific to particular affective experiences (Anderson et al., 2018; Sauter, Eisner, Calder, et al., 2010; Sauter, Eisner, Ekman, et al., 2010; Simon-Thomas et al., 2009).

Work by De Gelder, Grèzes and colleagues also suggests that bodily postures can play an important role in emotional perception (De Gelder, 2006; De Gelder et al., 2015; Grèzes et al., 2007, 2007; Pichon et al., 2008), with discussions about potential associations between particular bodily muscular configurations (here: the face being excluded) and the experience of certain affects (Atkinson et al., 2004; Veld et al., 2014; Watson & de Gelder, 2020).

Because it has been the focus of most research, and because of its centrality in close-range social interactions, facial displays of emotion will remain the major focus in this chapter, although we believe our conclusions would hold for all emotional displays.

**Emotional displays or emotional signals?**

As mentioned earlier, one assumption regarding emotional displays is that they are reliable read-outs of the displayers' internal states. In fact, and according to the Basic Emotions Theory (Ekman, 1999, 2007; Keltner et al., 2019), facial displays (or at least, a subset of them) would have been evolutionarily preserved thanks to their status as reliable indicators of the affective state of the agent displaying them. As such, there would be a correspondence between internal affective states and specific muscular configurations (a set of ‘facial affect programs’), the former causing the latter in an automatic fashion. This theory makes the following two predictions: (a) There is uniformity in production, and universality in recognition, revealing a
one-to-one mapping between basic affective experience and basic emotional facial displays in all cultures; (b) People cannot fake facial emotional displays.

Regarding (a), pioneering cross-cultural work with populations of the United States, Brazil, Japan, New Guinea, and Borneo showed that populations across sites are capable (above-chance level) of matching some facial displays with corresponding affective states, strongly suggesting that facial displays of emotion are universally recognized, and likely universally produced (Ekman, 1973; Ekman et al., 1969).

Regarding (b), it was found that one particular variant of smiling behavior (the so-called ‘Duchenne’ smile, Ekman et al., 1990; Gunnery et al., 2013; Gunnery & Ruben, 2016) could only be produced under the genuine experience of joy and recognized as genuine. This variant would contrast with the polite smile, associated with non-genuine happiness. Furthermore, it has been argued that, in general, we experience difficulties producing facial displays at will.

More recent research has cast doubt on these two claims:

With respect to (a), a number of methodological problems have been identified that threaten the claim that emotional facial displays are universally produced and recognized (Gendron et al., 2018; Jack et al., 2009; Nelson & Russell, 2013; Russell, 1994). For example, Crivelli and colleagues (Crivelli et al., 2016) showed that gasping facial displays (recognized as ‘fear’ in the Western world) were identified as expressing anger and threatening intent by the Trobrianders of Papua New Guinea. This study (and many others, see Gendron et al., 2018, for a recent review) suggest that facial displays do not possess a distinct meaning in all cultures.

With respect to (b), Gosselin and colleagues (2010) examined the capacity of adults to control volitionally 20 facial action units linked with so-called basic emotions. Most action units (18/20) could be activated voluntarily (Gosselin et al., 2010). This suggests that, in principle, the
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bulk of facial configurations can actually be produced at will, and that humans could potentially ‘fake’ them.

In fact, in natural situations, facial emotional displays (even those hard to voluntarily produce) are only loosely related to emotional experience. It is for instance known that smiles (including Duchenne smiles) are loosely related to one’s internal state (e.g., success at a bowling alley: Kraut & Johnston, 1979; success at a judo competition: Crivelli et al., 2015). Discrepancies between the actual use of facial emotional displays and the theory of basic emotions led to the birth of the so-called ‘Behavioral Ecology View’ of facial displays (Crivelli & Fridlund, 2018, 2019; Fridlund, 2014). This view argues that facial displays (including so-called facial emotional displays) are tools for social influence rather than read-outs of one’s internal states. In fact (and we will explain below in greater detail), Fridlund noted that evolution cannot select for behaviors that are detrimental to their bearers (Fridlund, 2014). For example, the automatic expression of, say, fear in situations requiring a neutral look would be selected against. Facial display works in the best interests of the displayer rather than in the interests of their inner uncontrollable states: there should be context-dependent inhibition of facial displays, to meet the best interests of signalers (Al-Shawaf et al., 2015; Al-Shawaf & Lewis, 2017).

The Behavioral Ecology View of facial displays has contributed to a renewed theory of the proximate mechanisms at the basis of facial emotional displays. First, facial displays do not ‘express’ anything. They are signals of one’s behavioral intention. Our facial displays are not about people, or what is inside them; rather, they are about what one is about to do, or how one is trying to influence others. In other words, facial emotional displays serve as tools to impact and influence others, behaviors that are produced to make others do what one wants them to do (Crivelli & Fridlund, 2018; Krebs & Dawkins, 1984).
Emotional contagion or emotional communication?

As outlined above, another common conception in the emotion literature is that the perception of emotional facial displays causes mimicry and convergence in the emotional states of observers (Hatfield et al., 1993). This is in line with the classical framework of ‘primitive emotional contagion’ (Hatfield et al., 1992). This framework states that the perception of muscular movements in others cause automatic mimicry in ourselves, which in turn momentarily affects our own affective state through muscular feedback. In their very influential book dedicated to emotional contagion, Hatfield, Rapson and Cacioppo (1994) provide evidence for the existence of the two steps mentioned above: first, that we tend to converge in musculature with others, notably their facial movements, through a process called ‘facial mimicry’ (Dimberg et al., 2000; Hatfield et al., 1994); second, that the adoption of a given facial configuration tends to make agents converge in their emotional states—a smile makes them happy, as the sender was (Larsen et al., 1992; Soussignan, 2002; Strack et al., 1988).

Although popular, this framework suffers from a number of limitations. Mechanistically, there is no evidence of a causal link between the two steps, and the seminal protocol used to demonstrate the facial feedback hypothesis (adopting part of the facial configuration of a smile using a pen in the mouth positively affect funniness rating of cartoons) has not been successfully replicated (Wagenmakers et al., 2016). Another serious problem for this theory is that facial mimicry is in fact far from being an automatic process: as we will see below, studies have shown that facial mimicry is heavily influenced by contextual features, such as one’s attitudes towards the emitter. Besides mimicry, we do not automatically and spontaneously share the emotions we see others exhibit. For example, Zillman and Cantor (1977) studied affective responses to
emotions seen in an actor. The actor was malevolent, benevolent, or neutral, and they expressed either euphoria or dysphoria at the end of the video clips. Emotional contagion (convergence of affect between the actor and viewer) only occurred when the actor was either benevolent or neutral. When the actor was malevolent, there was a discordance in emotions between actor and viewer.

Another relevant study found that competition (that is, a conflict in the interests of the agents involved) causes ‘counter-contagion’ in participants (Lanzetta & Englis, 1989). As such, our attitudes to others shape the way we respond to their emotional displays.

The idea that emotions are contagious is popular but incorrect. Conceptually, the process of contagion by pathogens does not apply to emotional convergence between agents, and the mechanisms behind the two are vastly different (Dezecache et al., 2015, 2016; Warren & Power, 2015). In fact, ‘emotional contagion’ may be best conceptualized as instances of accidental match between the emotions of two or more persons. No emotion is ‘transferred’ from one individual to another individual. Instead, we react to others’ emotional signals, in a way which may or may not be somewhat congruent (and which will never be perfectly congruent) with them (Dezecache et al., 2015, 2016).

**An evolutionary approach to communication**

From an evolutionary perspective, the two traditional assumptions that emotions are a read-out of affective states, and that they provoke mandatory reactions in observers, are not tenable. Rejecting these assumptions paints a picture of emotional displays that is much better aligned with the theory of the evolution of communication, for the following reasons (Maynard Smith & Harper, 2004). For emotional displays to be a stable form of communication, they
should, on average, benefit both displayers and observers (Scott-Phillips, 2008; Maynard Smith & Harper, 2004, for the case of emotional displays, see Dezecache et al., 2013). Against the first traditional assumption, emotional displays cannot be mere read-outs of emotional experience. If they were, they would often betray affective states that the displayer would be better off hiding (Fridlund, 2014). They would thus often be detrimental to their displayer, and selected against. Eventually, displayers would stop displaying.

Against the second traditional assumption, emotional displays cannot mandatorily cause emotional convergence (or, indeed, any emotional reaction) in observers. If they did, they would often cause reactions that are not in the interest of the observers, leading them to stop attending to emotional displays, making such displays useless (Dezecache et al., 2013). Evolutionarily, there should exist context-dependence in the way we produce facial displays, so as to make sure they serve our best interests, on average (Al-Shawaf et al., 2015).

A radical shift in our thinking about emotional displays, inspired by modern evolutionary treatment of communicative systems, means we should revise our understanding of what emotional displays are, what their perception causes in observers, and what keeps the production and reception of emotional displays evolutionarily stable. This endeavor has been pursued by ourselves (Dezecache et al., 2013; Mercier et al., 2017) and others (e.g., (Al-Shawaf et al., 2015; Al-Shawaf & Lewis, 2017)). In this chapter, we focus on the latter point: how an evolutionary perspective can cast a new light on the reception of emotional displays. We will argue that mechanisms of emotional vigilance determine how emotional displays influence us. Before delving into these mechanisms, we introduce the analogous concept of epistemic vigilance, which will illustrate the functioning of these mechanisms.
Epistemic vigilance

The general logic of the evolution of communication doesn’t apply only to emotional displays: for any form of communication to be evolutionarily stable, it has to benefit, on average, both senders and receivers. Unless their interests are almost perfectly aligned (e.g. cells in a body), senders often have incentives to send signals that would be beneficial to them but harmful to the receivers, turning the signals into manipulation and deception. For communication to persist, there must be mechanisms that stop senders from abusing receivers (again, on average). Some signals might be produced in such a way that only individuals with certain traits can emit them (indices). For instance, Thomson’s gazelles stot when they see some predators, jumping in place in a way that doesn’t help them escape at all. This behavior is thought to display the gazelle’s physical fitness, such that only very fit gazelles can stot convincingly, sending an honest signal to the predator that chasing them would be futile (Al-Shawaf & Lewis, 2018; Caro, 1986).

Clearly, human ostensive communication is not an index of anything (with rare exceptions such as saying “I am not a mute”). Instead, it has been argued that human ostensive communication remains stable thanks to cognitive mechanisms of epistemic vigilance (Mercier, 2020; Sperber et al., 2010). These mechanisms allow receivers to reject most harmful messages, while accepting beneficial messages. They do so by putting different weights on messages as a function of a variety of cues related to the content of the message (Is it plausible? Is it supported by good arguments?) and to its source (Are they competent? Do they have our interests at heart?).

There is a wealth of data showing that mechanisms of epistemic vigilance function efficiently, and that they start developing very early in childhood (some can be observed in
infants) (for reviews, see Harris et al., 2018; Mercier, 2020). This evidence comes not only from laboratory experiments, but also from studies on the limited persuasive power of advertising, propaganda, political campaigns, and other mass persuasion attempts (Mercier, 2020).

In the rest of the chapter, we outline the evolutionary logic justifying the need for mechanisms of emotional vigilance, before reviewing laboratory and observational evidence that demonstrate its workings.

**Why we need emotional vigilance**

Epistemic vigilance is important because ostensive communication appears to be ‘cheap talk’: with a few exceptions, there is nothing intrinsic in an ostensive signal (e.g. saying “I love you”) that guarantees its veracity. It has been argued, however, that emotional displays do not suffer from the same potential weakness, and that this is precisely what makes them such a useful communicative device (Frank, 1988). This argument rests on the first traditional assumption, that emotional displays are honest read-outs of affective states (i.e. only someone who is genuinely angry could convincingly display anger). As we have seen, however, this traditional assumption has been largely debunked (Al-Shawaf et al., 2015; Crivelli et al., 2016; Crivelli & Fridlund, 2018). Emotional signals are not indices. Evolution cannot make an unfit gazelle stot convincingly, but nothing stops evolution from making individuals send emotional displays decoupled from their underlying affective states—or from affecting the underlying affective states themselves, so that they are felt when displaying the emotion would be strategically useful. As it stands, emotional displays are routinely used manipulatively and exploitatively (Al-Shawaf et al., 2015).
Since emotional signals are not intrinsically honest, there must exist some other mechanism that keeps them (mostly) honest. By analogy with epistemic vigilance, we suggest that mechanisms of emotional vigilance serve this function (for a related proposal on empathy more specifically, see Weisz & Cikara, 2021).

**Emotional vigilance**

Emotional displays are signals, that is, means that others use to influence us. A display of fear encourages us to prepare for swift defensive actions. A display of happiness encourages us to approach, and to preserve the positive interaction. Unlike in spoken communication, our reaction to the emotional displays we perceive may come so fast (a few hundreds of milliseconds) that one may be tempted to say they are ‘automatic’ or at least outside of our control. In fact, they may just not be under our conscious control. This does not mean that we lack evolved structures that could control our reactions, or at least adjust them so that, on average, they serve our best interests. Like epistemic vigilance mechanisms (see, e.g. Mercier, 2020), emotional vigilance mechanisms may help put different weights on emotional signals as a function of different contextual cues, in particular the benevolence of the emitters (i.e., whether their fitness interests are aligned with ours) and their competence (i.e., whether their displays are appropriate given background information).

**Assessment of benevolence**

There is much evidence showing that we react to others’ emotional displays based on whether we perceive their interests to be aligned with ours (benevolence). As discussed above, Zillman and Cantor (1977) as well as Lanzetta and Englis (1989) have shown that emotional
convergence with the emotions seen in others is modulated by whether the others were observed acting in malevolent, benevolent, or neutral ways, as well as whether the observers have a competitive or cooperative relationship with the actors. More recently, Likowski and colleagues (2008) have examined the impact of attitudes towards emitters on the facial responses of observers. They found that emitters perceived positively were mimicked more than those perceived negatively when they displayed either happy or sad faces. Using group membership (which provides a crude but important cue of alignment of interests), van der Schalk and colleagues (2011) examined the mimicry of fear and anger seen in emitters. They found that mimicry was higher when exposed to ingroup as opposed to outgroup emitters. When members of the outgroup exhibited anger, this evoked fear in participants, and whereas outgroup displays of fear evoked aversion in participants. Relatedly, Paulus and Wentura (2015) found that reactions to displays of fear and happiness were a function of the group of the emitter, with ingroup emitters eliciting ‘concordant’ behavior (avoidance for fear and approach for happiness) and outgroup emitters activating the reverse pattern. Rauchbauer and colleagues (2016) found that anger was mimicked more when displayed by angry outgroup members as compared to angry ingroup members—showing that, ironically, a reaction closer to mimicry is elicited by outgroups than by ingroups, but only when it is appropriate. Finally, Paulus and colleagues (2016) used a reverse-correlation technique to study the representation of smiles of ingroup vs. outgroup individuals, demonstrating that ingroup smiles are represented with more benevolence than those of outgroups.

Further evidence comes from more explicit situations of misaligned interests, such as those created in Lanzetta and Englis (1989). Participants in the study of Likowski and colleagues (2011) played dice with an avatar with whom they were either engaged in a cooperative,
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competitive or neutral interaction. Upon receiving the results of the dice game, avatars produced happy, sad, angry, or neutral displays. In competitive situations, participants reacted with less congruence to happy, sad, and angry avatars (see Seibt et al., 2015; Weyers et al., 2009, for further evidence).

Much of the research covered above is related to the phenomenon of so-called facial mimicry, that is the adoption of a muscular configuration that bears correspondence (or at least similarity) to the facial muscular configuration seen in others. Less has been done with respect to affective responses to others’ bodily configuration as function of their perceived benevolence and overlap in fitness interests (or lack thereof). Future research looking at mechanisms of emotional vigilance could profitably attend to this gap.

Assessment of competence

Besides the benevolence of the emitter (i.e., overlap in fitness interests between emitter and receiver), emotional vigilance is also attuned to their competence, that is, whether their emotional displays appear apt, given the context in which they are expressed. For example, in a very recent study, Kastendieck and colleagues (2021) revealed a top-down influence of judgment of appropriateness on our responses to perceived facial displays, such that smiles in an inappropriate context (funerals) were only mimicked when there was closeness between observers and emitters.

Modulation of reactions according to perceived competence seems to develop early in ontogeny. In a 2012 study, Hepach and colleagues (2012) showed that, when provided with contextual information, 3-year-olds reacted to the distress seen in adults as a function of how warranted the distress was, showing more concern when the distress was justified as opposed to
when it was a clear overreaction. Chiarella and Poulin-Dubois (2013) examined 15- and 18-month old infants’ reactions to actors experiencing a positive or a negative emotion, after a justified or an unjustified event. When exposed to unjustified emotional displays, eighteen-month old infants looked for more information, presumably in an attempt to make sense of the situation. They also showed less concern for the emitters when the sad displays were unjustified. These results are consistent with a later study by Walle and Campos (2014) that examined 16- and 19-month old infants’ sensitivity to inauthentic emotions, i.e., emotion displays that were exaggerated, inappropriate or unclear. Nineteen-month-old infants reacted in ways suggesting they were able to identify the non-authentic displays.

**Beyond dyadic emotional communication: the role and impact of emotional vigilance**

So far, we have relied on laboratory experiments to show that reactions to emotional displays are modulated in sensible ways by the perceived benevolence and competence of the emitter of the displays, taking these results as evidence that humans possess well-functioning mechanisms of emotional vigilance. However, this conclusion might seem to be belied by real-world phenomena, from panicking crowds to ‘mass psychogenic illness,’ when a strong emotion appears to spread uncontrollably in a population. In fact, we briefly argue here that accurate descriptions of both phenomena make them fit well with the current framework (see Mercier, 2020).

Regarding crowds, it is now well-established that the naïve view of crowds as being uniform, prone to irrational behavior, and easily influenced by leaders, is misguided. Crowds are heterogeneous: they are comprised of individuals having different goals and behaving in different ways—they do not blindly imitate the emotions or the behaviors of other crowd
members or of leaders (Schweingruber & Wohlstein, 2005). If crowd members influence each other, it is within small groups of people who know each other, who have joined the crowd together, and who thus likely meet the benevolence and competence conditions that characterize emotional vigilance (Aveni, 1977; Drury, 2018; Drury et al., 2020; Johnson et al., 1994; McPhail & Wohlstein, 1983; Stott et al., 2018; Templeton et al., 2018). Instead of crowds being subject to irrational panic or bloodlust, we consistently observe that (i) if anything, people do not panic enough (Dezecache, 2015), (ii) even under terrible circumstances, people often engage in prosocial behavior instead of panicking (Dezecache, 2015; Dezecache et al., 2020; Drury, 2018; Drury et al., 2009a, 2009b; Johnson, 1987; Mawson, 2005, 2017), (iii) violent crowds tend to be quite discerning in how they exert violence, in a way that fits with the prior goals of at least some crowd members (e.g., Barrows, 1981; Rudé, 1967). Although much remains to be understood about the behavior of crowds, what we know of them is consistent with the idea that humans are endowed with mechanisms of emotional vigilance, mechanisms which preclude the “contagious transports, irresistible currents of passion, epidemics of credulity” feared by nineteenth century crowd psychologists (Taine, 1876, p. 241).

What of ‘mass psychogenic illness,’ such as the ‘epidemic of laughter’ that affected schoolchildren in Tanganyika (what would become Tanzania) (Rankin, 1963). Children started laughing uncontrollably, and this behavior appeared to spread to hundreds of their schoolmates. Even though we are certainly faced with an extreme behavior, we still observe broad patterns that fit with the current framework. First, and most strikingly, these strong emotions are never passed on to outgroup members. In this example, none of the parents, schoolteachers, or other observers were ever affected, with the transmission being restricted to children who knew each other well. In other words, the benevolence condition of emotional vigilance was met: responsive
parties (i.e., those showing ‘contagious’ laughter) showed aligned interests with the signalers. Second, the people affected typically find themselves in a particularly stressful situation, and their bizarre behavior allows them at least a temporary reprieve (e.g. they do not have to go to school anymore). Their reaction might thus be less maladaptive than it first seems. As in the case of crowds, mass psychogenic illnesses thus do not directly contradict the current framework, on the contrary, they fit within it—although, admittedly, they remain poorly understood and not very well documented (and potentially largely anecdotal).

**Emotional vigilance: a research agenda**

As discussed above, evidence suggests that we react to emotional displays based on the emitter’s benevolence and competence (or at least the aptness if the display). That said, not all emotional displays are created equal. The costs of reacting when one shouldn’t have, and failing to react when one should have, vary as a function of the affect being displayed. Reacting to a fake display of pain by feeling pain oneself and potentially helping the emitter might be costlier than failing to feel that pain (which doesn’t preclude helping, but makes it non-mandatory); failing to react with fear to the fear of others might be costlier than reacting with fear—an unpleasant but not particularly costly feeling that can be extinguished promptly if we ascertain there was no real need for it. In this respect, the ‘better safe than sorry’ principle in ecology and animal behavior states that a mis-calibrated response to any sign of danger is possibly less detrimental than failure to react to actual danger (Haftorn, 2000) (see for similar discussion in the evolutionary psychology literature more specifically (Haselton & Buss, 2000; Nesse, 2005)). One should map the diversity of emotions and the costs involved if recipients wrong react or do not react to them in a manner consistent with what is expected by the emitter. Moreover, people
might learn to adjust their emotional reactions to changing costs and benefits. For example, throughout their curriculum, medical students adjust their reactions to the pain observed in their patients (Smith, Norman and Decety, 2017).

The distribution of emotional vigilance mechanisms in phylogeny is another promising avenue for research. For instance, in some primate species, alarm calls are not innate in form and/or function (Dezecache et al., 2019; Seyfarth & Cheney, 1980) and it is possible that immature individuals call in non-specific or unreliable ways (Ramakrishnan & Coss, 2000; Seyfarth & Cheney, 1980). In other mammals, the signals (notably: alarm calls) of unreliable individuals may be discounted (Blumstein et al., 2004; Hare & Atkins, 2001). Exciting research avenues lie in examining the extent to which animal receivers transfer reliability across contextual domains (e.g., unreliable alarm callers may also be unreliable food callers), and/or whether they respond to callers in a way that reflect not only assessment of competence but also assessment of benevolence.

Other promising avenues in human research more specifically are individual differences in emotional vigilance, and the question of how emotional vigilance develops in ontogeny, and whether some emotional vigilance mechanisms could emerge earlier than others, based on when they are needed (based on when, on average, relevant adaptive problems are encountered). In cultural contexts where infants are surrounded by mature individuals (rather than peers), benevolence might appear as a more urgent issue than competence, for instance.

Finally, the evolutionary history of emotional vigilance with respect to epistemic vigilance is a question worthy of further investigation. Our thought is that emotional vigilance might have evolved prior to epistemic vigilance, for the type of signals it deals with (emotional
displays) are more widely distributed than the ostensive signals typically dealt with by epistemic vigilance.

**Conclusion**

Although emotional displays have been studied within an evolutionary framework since Darwin (Darwin, 1872), we have argued that the traditional understanding of emotional displays in psychology is largely at odds with an evolutionary perspective. An evolutionary approach to communication shows that for communication to be stable, it has to benefit both senders and receivers (in the case of emotional displays, emitters and observers). This means that (i) emotional displays would likely be maladaptive if they mandatorily followed some affect, given that we are often better off not revealing our affects to others; (ii) that the reactions to emotional displays would likely be maladaptive if they were mandatory, given that emitters could then influence observers into feeling whatever emotion best serve their own ends, instead of the ends of observers.

Here, we have focused on point (ii), suggesting that instead of reactions to emotional displays being mandatory, they are modulated by mechanisms of emotional vigilance. These mechanisms serve the interests of the observer by using cues of benevolence (is the emitter likely to have my interests at heart?), and competence (is the display appropriate in the context?) to adjust the observer’s reaction to the displays. This way, the observer resists being purposely or inadvertently duped into experiencing an emotion that would not serve their interests. Much remains to be studied about these defense mechanisms, and the adaptiveness of our reactions to emotional displays more generally. We believe that the current framework may constitute a fertile ground for new hypotheses and research.
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